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Abstract

For predicting the evolution of solute concentrations in groundwater and tes-

ting the impact of remediation policies, a coupling between the agronomical

model STICS and the hydrogeological model MODCOU was implemented.

Applied to the Seine river basin, this model represents accurately the tempo-

ral evolution of average nitrate concentrations in the aquifer, but with large

local errors.

We propose an improvement of the simple unsaturated zone scheme NonsatSW

used in STICS-MODCOU. The modifications are based on a comparison with

the mechanistic model Metis considered as a reference as it solves Richards’

equation. A more realistic saturation profile and a varying percolation rate

are integrated in NonsatSW. This new model, named NonsatVG, is assessed
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by a comparison with NonsatSW and Metis. In an ideal case, NonsatVG

generates a solute transfer and a dispersion closer to that of Metis than

NonsatSW. In real cases, without additional calibration, NonsatVG and

Metis simulate better the average transfer velocities of the observed nitrate

profiles.

Furthermore, modifications in NonsatVG give a direct link between the water

table depth and the saturation profile. We obtain therefore, as in Metis, an

evolution of the solute transfer velocity depending on the piezometric level.

These dynamics are not simulated in NonsatSW.

Despite a modified water transfer through the unsaturated zone, NonsatVG

is also as valid as NonsatSW in the modelling of water transfer to the satu-

rated zone.

Finally, an application on the Seine basin show that solute transfer velocities

are lower with NonsatVG than with NonsatSW, but in better agreement with

literature.

Keywords: unsaturated zone, hydrogeological modelling, solute transfer,

nitrate contamination

1. Introduction

Since the mid 1950’s, fertilizers and phytosanitary products have been

used extensively for agricultural purposes. Such practices have led to an in-

creasing diffusion of pollutant in aquifers. The Water Framework Directive

(#2000/60/EC) adopted by the European Commision requires all ground-



water bodies to achieve a good status by 2015. This goal includes nitrate

limit of 50 mg.L−1 set by the Nitrate Directive (91/676/EEC). However, this

threshold is already exceeded in many groundwater bodies in Europe, as

noted by Rivett et al. (2008). In order to adopt efficient policies regarding

agricultural practices and water quality, integrated water models are used to

support the decision-making (Refsgaard, 2002; Flipo et al., 2007; Ledoux et

al., 2007; O’Shea and Wade, 2009; Sohier et al., 2009).

In the STICS-MODCOU model (Gomez et al., 2003; Ledoux et al., 2007),

the agronomical model STICS (Brisson et al., 1998) is used together with

the hydrogeological model MODCOU in order to estimate the nitrate con-

tamination in surface and groundwaters. The model was first set up over the

Seine basin (78650 km2) in northern France. This basin is characterised by

an intensive agriculture and, as it encompasses the Paris urban area, a high

density of population and a significant industry. Important works were done

to collect the agricultural data, e.g. crops rotation and agricultural practices

(Mignolet et al., 2007).

The STICS-MODCOU model is able to represent the temporal evolution of

the average nitrate concentration in the aquifer, but some large local errors

persist (Ledoux et al., 2007). In order to improve this modelling, special

attention is given to the representation of the unsaturated zone in the MOD-

COU model. The unsaturated zone (UZ) is responsible for the delay for

nitrate to reach the water table. This delay can be rather long depending

on the UZ thickness and its geological nature. Indeed, the nitrate transfer



velocity varies for example from 2.50 m.year−1 in eroded granite (Legout et

al., 2007) to a value as low as 0.60 m.year−1 in chalk (Serhal et al., 2006;

Gutierriez and Baran, 2009). Therefore, a good estimation of the transfer

through the UZ is required to be able to study the impact of nitrate control

policies (O’Shea and Wade, 2009; Sohier et al., 2009). The UZ is a polyphasic

zone (water, air and solid) where phase changes can occur, as well as physico-

chemical exchanges between phases due to mechanical and thermal energy

variations (Vauclin, 1993). These modifications can influence the dynamics of

solute in the UZ. However, the nitrate transfer phenomenology in the UZ can

be simplified assuming that most bio-physico-chemical reactions occur in the

pedological area (Baran et al., 2007). Thus, although some physically-based

models take into account the reactions through the entire hydrosystem, e.g.

SHETRAN (Birkinshaw and Ewen, 2000), it is more often considered that

no reaction occurs during the transfer of nitrate through the UZ as in MIKE

SHE, SWAT and EPIC (Refsgaard et al., 1995; Neitsch et al., 2005; Sohier

et al., 2009). We also assume a passive nitrate transfer through the UZ.

As MODCOU is devoted to be applied on large scale basins, it is not a fully

physically-based model. The flow in the UZ is modelised with a simple cas-

cade reservoirs scheme (Besbès and de Marsily, 1984) based on the Nash

Cascade principle (Nash, 1960). This model was extended by Gomez et al.

(2003) to allow the transfer of a passive contaminant. This simple model

shares some specific features with recently developed UZ models. For in-

stance, EPIC (Sohier et al., 2009) also uses several reservoirs to reproduce



the unsaturated zone, while Jackson et al. (2006) developed a model for chalk

which uses a piston flow mechanism with a constant velocity transfer for wa-

ter.

To evaluate this UZ module, a comparison with the physically-based model

Metis (Castro et al., 2005; Goblet, 2007) was carried out on both ideal and

real cases. Indeed, since Metis solves Richards’ and convection-dispersion

equations using a finite-element method, we assume that it is a reference for

our UZ module in these comparison tests. Results show some discrepancies,

leading to a modification of the conceptual model.

Both UZ models are presented in section 2. Assessment test results in ideal

and real cases are discussed in section 3. An application over the Seine basin

is presented in section 4.

2. UZ model description

Two models are used in this study: the mechanistic model Metis, based

on the resolution of the Richards’ and convection-dispersion equations, and

the conceptual model Nonsat.

2.1. Nonsat model

Nonsat is a conceptual model simulating the vertical transfer through

the UZ. The UZ is assimilated to a series of reservoirs. The original ver-

sion of Nonsat deals only with water transfer (NonsatW). This version was

modified by Gomez et al. (2003) to include the transfer of conservative so-



lute (NonsatSW, Gomez et al. (2003); Viennot et al. (2006)). This model

combines piston flow and some interlayer mixings.

2.1.1. Modelling of water transfer with NonsatW

By studying the relationship between soil infiltration and groundwater

supply at regional scale, Besbès and de Marsily (1984) showed that the water

transfer function in the UZ is comparable to a Nash reservoir cascade (Nash,

1960). The water transfer through the UZ is therefore assimilated to a series

of N reservoirs i of same thickness, flowing in each other. The drainage

of each reservoir follows an exponential law. Figure 1 presents the Nash

cascade principle. It shows the effect of the cascade on an impulse input.

The continuity of flow between reservoirs i and i+ 1 is written:

V ini+1(t) = V outi(t) = V oli(t) × δ (1)

with V ini+1 the inflow into reservoir i + 1 (m3), V outi the outflow of water

from the reservoir i (m3), Voli the volume of water in the reservoir i (m3),

δ a drainage coefficient, i the reservoirs index ranging from 1 to N , and t

the current time step (s). δ is linked to a percolation time τ (s) by the

relationship δ = 1− exp(−dt
τ
) with dt the computation time step (86400 s).

The water transfer is therefore based on the drainage of the water volume in

the reservoirs, without any storage. Thus, it can be considered that NonsatW

deals only with gravitational water.

NonsatW requires only two parameters: τ , that is set according to the soil



type, and N . N is set depending on the average thickness of the UZ and

the given depth of the reservoir (Besbès and de Marsily, 1984). A deeper UZ

is simulated by adding some reservoirs, water will therefore take longer to

flow through the UZ. This can be compensated by a decrease of τ . Thus, an

equivalent velocity transfer can be obtained with different sets of parameters,

but the flow is different.

2.1.2. Modelling of the water and passive solute transfer with NonsatSW

NonsatW was modified by Gomez et al. (2003) to manage passive solute

transfer.

Solute transfer needs to explicitly manage the whole water volume in the

UZ, that is to say the gravity water already taken into account in NonsatW,

but also the capillary water retained in small pores. Indeed, this immobile

phase contributes to solute storage in the UZ. Therefore, Gomez et al. (2003)

introduced a minimal volume Vmin that represents the water retained in the

UZ. Vmin is set identical in all the reservoirs i of an UZ column.

In order to limit mixing within the whole reservoir, Gomez et al. (2003)

also introduced a stratification (Figure 2). When infiltration occurs at a

time step, a stratum j is introduced at the top of the UZ. Strata j in each

reservoir i are defined by a given water volume and a given concentration

depending on pedo-climatic and agricultural conditions at the current time

step. These strata pile up in the reservoirs and there is no mixing. Then a

piston effect occurs: an inflow at the top of the reservoir leads instantaneously



to an outflow at the bottom of the reservoir. During this discharge, a strata

mixing can occur. Indeed, the concentration of this outflow is calculated

with:

Couti(t) =

∑i,j=nl
i,j=1 Ci,jVi,j

V outi(t)
(2)

with Couti the concentration of the outflow from reservoir i (kg.m−3), V outi

the volume of the outflow from reservoir i (kg.m−3), Vi,j the volume of the

stratum j in the reservoir i (m3), Ci,j the concentration of the stratum j in

the reservoir i (kg.m−3), nl the number of drained strata and t the current

time step (s).

Water transfer through the UZ is described by equation 3:

V ini+1(t) = V outi(t) = (V oli(t) − Vmin(i))× δ (3)

with Vmin(i) the minimal water volume in the reservoir i (m3).

For numerical reasons, a maximal number of strata is set. When this maxi-

mum is reached, an additional mixing occurs: two strata near the Vmin are

mixed together. In that way, strata mixed due to numerical reasons are lo-

cated around the top of the reservoir while those mixed during the water

transfer are located at the outflow of the reservoir. These mixings lead to

diffusion. However, this diffusion is still limited.

NonsatSW has two additional parameters compared to NonsatW. The max-

imum number of strata Smax is set uniform in the whole domain. The value

of the minimal volume Vmin can vary in space according to the soil type. As



initial conditions, the water volume in each reservoir of an UZ is equal to the

defined Vmin. These two parameters do not affect the water transfer dynam-

ics, they impact only the solute transfer. A larger value of Vmin generates a

longer solute transfer since the solute has to flow through a larger amount of

water. The value of the maximum number of strata affects only the diffusion:

a small value leads to a larger diffusion of the solute.

2.2. Improvement of Nonsat

Gomez et al. (2003) assessed only partially the solute transfer simulated

by NonsatSW through the comparison of passive solute velocity with the

literature. The more detailed assessment presented in this study, based on

comparisons with a physically-based model and in-situ data (cf. section 3),

shows some important bias in the solute transfer. In order to improve the

quality of the simulations, we propose two modifications: the integration of

a saturation profile and a varying percolation rate depending on the water

content.

2.2.1. Introduction of a saturation profile

The UZ is subject to an evolution of the water content, from its base that

is almost saturated to its top that is drier when a steady-state is reached. Van

Genuchten (1980) and Brooks and Corey (1966) determined the two main

equations describing the water retention curve in an UZ. Figure 3 presents

the evolution of the saturation profile as a function of depth in a loamy

unsaturated zone as described by Van Genuchten (plain line) for a given set



of parameters available in Table 2. In NonsatSW the steady-state saturation

profile for this type of unsaturated zone is constant in each reservoir and

equal to Vmin through all the reservoirs (dotted line in Figure 3). To improve

the realism of the model, a saturation profile is integrated in NonsatSW

based on the Van Genuchten (1980) retention curve. This modified version

is referred to as NonsatVG. This leads to a variation of the minimal volume

Vmin between each reservoir as presented in Figure 3 (dashed line) for a loamy

soil. For each reservoir, Vmin is computed as follows:

Vmin(i) =
∫ topi

bottomi

1

[1 + (α× Φ)n]m
×por×S×∆z (4)

with n and α the curve parameters, m = 1 − 1
n
, por the porosity (m.m−1),

S the suface of the grid cell (m2), and Φ the capillary pressure head (m). In

this study, the discretisation ∆z used is 10−2 m.

As the water volume of the UZ reservoirs increases with the depth, the time

transfer of the solute increases too, whereas the velocity transfer is constant

in the former version of NonsatSW.

2.2.2. Evolution of the percolation rate

The percolation time τ is related to the time in seconds required to en-

tirely drain a reservoir. A percolation velocity can therefore be approximated

from this data. And as τ is constant in the UZ column, the percolation ve-

locity is considered to be constant. This velocity is not modified by the intro-

duction of a varying saturated profile (equation 4). However, it should vary



according to the saturation. In order to take this process into consideration,

we use in NonsatVG a generalisation of Darcy’s law for the saturated zone by

assuming that the water transfer is proportional to the saturation. To take

this relationship into account, a coefficient of percolation coef is integrated

in the model. coef is equal to the saturation fraction of the reservoir:

coef =
V oli(t)

por × S × d
(5)

V ini+1(t) = V outi(t) = (V oli(t) − V mini(t))× δ × coef (6)

with d the thickness of the reservoir (m).

Indeed, as the saturation fraction increases in the deeper UZ, the outflow of

the reservoir increases too.

NonsatVG has therefore 3 additional parameters compared to NonsatSW:

the two Van Genuchten’s parameters α and n and the porosity. The use

of the porosity implies that NonsatVG takes now a maximal volume into

account. Indeed, when the volume of water in a reservoir i fills entirely the

porosity volume, the excess water is directly added to the V outi (Figure 2)

and supplies the reservoir i+ 1.

The need for three additional parameters may be a problem for regional

scale modelling. Indeed, n and alpha as well as porosity data are rare for

deep UZ which are not easily accessible. Therefore, to specify these three

new parameters in regional scale applications, the Carsel and Parrish (1988)

database is used. It gives for each soil type the Van Genuchten’s parameters



and the porosity (Table 1). The use of this soil database for the characteri-

sation of the UZ is based on the fact that soils and UZ are defined from the

parent material. Different textural soil types individualize therefore different

UZ types. An exception is done for the chalk UZ type. This UZ is char-

acterised by a double porosity of matrix and fractures, with a solute trans-

fer occurring mainly in the matrix (Normand et al., 2004; Lacherez-Bastin,

2005). Van Genuchten’s parameters defined by Brouyère et al. (2004) for

chalk matrix are therefore used for the characterisation of the chalk UZ in

our study (Table 1).

2.3. The physically-based model Metis

Metis is a mechanistic model comparable to Hydrus-2D (Simunek et al.,

1999). Metis is a finite element code solving the water and solute transfer

equations in the saturated/unsaturated zones (Goblet, 2007; Larsson, 1992)

at each node of a discretized mesh. It describes therefore very precisely the

processes occurring in the UZ and, thus, allows a water and solute mod-

elling more realistic than a conceptual model. This model has been applied

in various studies: estimation of infiltration velocity in soils (Goblet, 2008),

simulations of heat and helium transfer in groundwater (Castro et al., 2005),

calculation of groundwater ages (Castro and Goblet, 2005).

Metis uses Van Genuchten’s relationships to describe the hydrodynamic prop-



erties of the UZ. The water retention curve is given by:

Se =
1

[1 + (αΦ)n]m
(7)

with Se the effective saturation (m3.m−3), n and α the curve parameters,

m = 1− 1
n
, and Φ the capillary pressure head (m).

The hydraulic conductivity curve is described by:

Kr =
√

Se

[

1− (1− S
1

m
e )m

]2

(8)

with Kr the relative permeability.

Se =
S − Sr

Sm − Sr

(9)

Se is linked to the saturation of the medium S (m3.m−3), the maximal satura-

tion Sm (m3.m−3) and the minimal saturation Sr (m
3.m−3). Sr is the portion

of water in the porosity that can not be displaced by a pressure gradient. Sm

is the maximal portion of water in the porosity that can be retained by the

medium during a saturation. In this study, Sm is fixed to 1 and Sr to 0. S is

therefore equal to Se.

3. Assessment of NonsatVG

To assess the new version of the simple UZ scheme, two kinds of compar-

isons were carried out. First, a comparison with the physically-based model



Metis was performed in an ideal case, with various UZ depths in two UZ

types. Then, two kinds of real cases were studied and the modelling was

compared to observed data. In order to assess in NonsatVG the sole impact

of the introduction of a saturation profile and a varying percolation rate, the

value of the percolation time τ was the same as in NonsatSW.

3.1. Ideal case study

The test consisted in comparing the dynamics of the transfer simulated by

Metis, the former and the new version of Nonsat over an UZ column of 20 m

depth with constant infiltration flux and an initial impulse flux of solute. In

both Nonsat versions, the thickness of the reservoirs was set to 5 m (Gomez

et al., 2003; Ledoux et al., 2007). In Metis, the column was discretized into

2000 square elements of 10−2 m depth.

NonsatSW, NonsatVG and Metis do not use the same physical variables

(saturation in % for Metis and volume in m3 for Nonsat), neither the same

kind of parameters, nor the same spatial geometry. Therefore, in order to

compare these models, the following strategy was used:

• As NonsatSW was already applied over the Seine basin, a set of param-

eters is available for the 7 predominant soil types of the basin (Gomez

et al., 2003). Thus, results of NonsatSW were used as a reference. The

methodology consisted in calibrating Metis to have similar solute time

transfers as NonsatSW at the outflow of the 20 m column. Default

parameters in Metis were provided by using existing databases. Then,



the calibration was carried out by modifying the saturated hydraulic

conductivity and the porosity.

• The Van Genuchten’s parameters and the porosity used by NonsatVG

were set identical to those of Metis.

• The comparison of the solute time transfer was done at each depth

corresponding to the output of each Nonsat reservoir (5, 10, 15 and 20

m).

The test was done with a constant infiltration (1mm.day−1) and an input of

passive contaminant during the first three days. For each UZ type defined

by Gomez et al. (2003) in the Seine basin, the parameters required in Metis

were determined from Carsel and Parrish (1988) and from Brouyère et al.

(2004) databases (Table 1). In order to avoid generating puddles that cannot

be managed by Metis, the value of Ks was fitted to be compatible with the

imposed infiltration.

For the calibration, the first strategy was to have a similar water volume in

the soil column, and thus to adjust the porosity in Metis. Then, when the

solute transfer simulated by Metis was too fast compared to solute transfer in

NonsatSW, Ks was decreased or Por was increased. Reverse modifications

were performed when solute transfer velocity in Metis was too slow compared

to NonsatSW. This calibration process was performed until a good agreement

with the solute transfer at the outflow in NonsatSW was reached.

The first test was performed in a loamy UZ column (parameters in Table



2). Figure 4 presents the time evolution of the solute transfer simulated by

NonsatSW, Metis and NonsatVG at the four depths of a loamy UZ. For a

given UZ model, the first peak corresponds to the transfer of the solute at 5

m, the second at 10 m, etc. By construction, the average time period needed

by the solute to flow through the entire column is comparable in NonsatSW

and Metis. When looking at the results at 5, 10, 15 and 20 m depth, the ve-

locity of the solute transfer in Metis decreases with depth while it is constant

in NonsatSW. Also, the mixing increases in Metis, leading to a diminution

of the peak and an increase of the duration of the transfer with depth, while

NonsatSW presents almost no mixing. NonsatVG leads to a solute trans-

fer which compares better to Metis. The sole introduction of the saturation

profile in Nonsat (’NonsatVG-Darcy’ in Figure 4) leads to a decrease of the

solute transfer velocity with depth and an increase of the mixing. How-

ever, the mixing is not as large as in Metis and the solute reaches the 20 m

depth 10% earlier than in Metis. By using the same τ in NonsatVG as in

NonsatSW, but considering in addition an evolutive percolation coefficient

in the column, the results obtained in NonsatVG are more similar to those

of Metis.

To assess the robustness of the model, different depths of the UZ were tested.

As the saturation profile varies according to the water table depth, the vari-

ation of the UZ depth should impact the solute transfer. The tests were

done by assuming the same parameters as those calibrated for a 20 m deep

UZ. The results are presented in Figure 5 and Table 3 for a loam UZ type.



Compared to NonsatSW, the time required by the solute in NonsatVG to

reach a 5 m depth is longer for a shallower UZ. This is consistent with Metis

simulation. This is due to the fact that there is more water contained in the

first 5 m of the UZ when the water table is closer to the surface. Thus, the

solute has to flow through a greater volume of water to go beyond the first 5

m and the transfer velocity decreases. Such dynamics are not represented by

NonsatSW which has a constant velocity, but is well captured by NonsatVG.

The same kind of tests was also performed on a chalk column. The results

presented in Table 3 lead to the same conclusion: the modifications intro-

duced in NonsatVG lead to results comparable to those of the physical model

Metis, with a decrease of the solute transfer at a given depth when the water

table is shallower. However, for this UZ case, variations of solute transfer ve-

locity are low. Indeed, the Van Genuchten’s parameters used for a chalky UZ

generate a saturation greater than 90% through the column. The variations

of the saturation profile with a piezometric level are therefore small.

Calibrated parameters obtained with this methodology for these compari-

son tests differ significantly from the Carsel and Parrish (1988) and Brouyère

et al. (2004) databases. After calibration, the defined Ks for loam is three

orders of magnitude larger than the one from Carsel and Parrish (1988) (re-

spectively 8.15.10−3 m.s−1 and 2.89.10−6 m.s−1). For chalk, the porosity is

decreased to an unrealistic value (por=8.50.10−2 m.m−1) when compared to

the in situ observed water content (Normand et al., 2004; Amraoui et al.,

2008). Such parameters are unrealistic, which probably means that the so-



lute transfer simulated by NonsatSW with the parameters defined over the

Seine basin is biased. The following section confirms this assumption by

using in-situ data.

3.2. Assessment of NonsatVG with observed data

In order to assess more accurately the new model, water and solute trans-

fer dynamics obtained with NonsatVG were compared with in situ data.

Two kinds of data were used: some piezometric levels in the Seine basin and

the monitorings of the nitrate concentration profile in two sites in Northern

France located in the Seine basin.

3.2.1. Comparison with the observed piezometric head

The sole introduction of a saturation profile in NonsatVG does not modify

the water table fluctuation simulated by MODCOU with NonsatSW (equa-

tion 3). However, the introduction of a relation between the percolation ratio

and the saturation ratio modifies the dynamics of the flow. The general trend

is a lower water transfer velocity through the UZ (equation 6) that generates

a modification of the dynamics of the simulated piezometric levels.

In order to evaluate the impact of such a modification on the water transfer,

a comparison of the observed and the simulated piezometric head was per-

formed over the Seine basin. The simulations were performed using the same

model MODCOU (Ledoux et al., 2007) to estimate the surface water bud-

get, and thus the infiltration in the UZ, and the water transfer in the aquifer.

Thus, the differences in the simulation of the piezometric head were only due



to the differences in the simulation of the water table recharge. Figure 6

shows the comparison of the evolution of the piezometric level observed and

simulated by MODCOU with NonsatSW and NonsatVG at the Mainvilliers

well (48˚27’ 12” North, 1˚27’ 43” East) between 1981 and 2004. It can

be noticed that the fluctuations of the piezometric head are dampened in

NonsatVG compared to NonsatSW. However, it is not clear if this dampening

leads to an improvement or a degradation of the simulation of the observed

piezometric head. Similar results are obtained in the other piezometric wells

of the Seine basin. Figure 7 presents the statistical criteria (bias and root

mean square error) obtained by NonsatSW and NonsatVG for 32 wells. It

appears that the two statistical results are very similar for both models. This

result means that this modification does not make NonsatVG more or less

valid than NonsatSW for the simulation of piezometric fluctuations.

3.2.2. Local comparison of the solute transfer

The Agro-Impact group from INRA (Institut National de Recherche Agro-

nomique - National Institute in Agronomical Research) at Laon (North France)

monitors nitrate transfer through two chalky UZ at Haussimont (48˚45’ 0”

North - 4˚10’ 0” East) and Thibie (48˚55’ 49” North - 4˚12’ 59” East) in

the Champagne-Ardenne Region (Normand et al., 2004).

At Haussimont, nitrate concentration profiles from 1 to 20 m deep are avail-

able from 1982 to 2004. At Thibie, nitrate concentration profiles from 0.13

to 6 m deep were monitored from 1990 to 2008. For both sites, the propaga-



tion of a nitrate peak through time can be observed. This type of long-term

experiment is not very common and provides very useful data to both un-

derstand the transfer of nitrate through the UZ and assess its modelling. We

used therefore this data set to test the three UZ schemes.

All required data to perform a simulation of the experimental sites are not

available. For instance, the time evolution of the infiltrations and their ni-

trate concentrations are unknown. Therefore, to simulate these real cases,

some approximations were done. The first nitrate concentration profile (1982

for Haussimont and 1990 for Thibie) was imposed as an initial condition and

no additional nitrate input was assumed. And while the site experienced

annual rotations of winter wheat, sugar beet, lucerne and winter barley, we

considered only a generic crop type. Thus, it did not take the real land use

into account. The water percolation flux was subsequently determined with

the water balance module of the MODCOU model (Ledoux et al., 2007) that

was already applied over the Seine basin. Daily precipitation and potential

evaporation data for both sites were provided by the SAFRAN analysis of

Météo-France (Quintana Segùı et al., 2008). A constant depth of the water

table was assumed and was set equal to a 25 m depth at Haussimont and a

15 m depth at Thibie according to neighbouring piezometric wells. An initial

profile along the nodes in Metis and the strata in NonsatSW and NonsatVG

was extrapolated from the observed data (triangular lines in Figures 8 and

9).

Three simulations were performed: the first one was done with NonsatSW



with the parameter calibrated by Gomez et al. (2003) for a chalk UZ. The

two other ones were done with Metis and NonsatVG. Required parameters

values for the three models are presented in Table 4. As these simulation

tests had to be performed in the most similar conditions to those prevailing

on the experimental sites, the defined parameters for each models had to be

realistic. So, contrary to tests in the ideal case, no additonal calibration was

considered. Indeed,Van Genuchten’s parameters and porosity in Metis and

NonsatVG were determined from Brouyère et al. (2004). In order to avoid

generating puddles in the physically-based model, the Ks in Metis was set to

9.00−7 m.s−1. In NonsatVG, the value of τ defined by Gomez et al. (2003)

was used. In Metis, the dispersivity was set according to the simulation of

the LIXIM model (dispersivity=1.25.10−1 m, Mary et al. (1999)).

Haussimont site. From 1982 to 1999, total amount of nitrate in the UZ at

Haussimont increases due to successive supplies from agricultural activities.

Then from March 2001, a significant decrease of the total amount of nitrate

in the UZ is observed. At the same time, the nitrate peak is not in evidence

anymore (triangular lines in Figures 8). We considered therefore that the

main peak was transferred through the UZ. Thus, the comparison between

observed and simulated profiles only focused on the evolution of the nitrate

peak observed in 1982 through 18 years. The nitrate peak is 5 m deep in May

1982, 7 m deep in March 1986, and 14 m deep in March 2000. The average

transfer velocity (ATV) of this peak in this UZ is therefore 0.50 m.year−1

which is comparable to results of other studies (Serhal et al., 2006).



The results of the comparison are presented in Figure 8. Metis simulates an

evolution of the concentration profiles that is close to the observed one. The

depth of the peak for each given date and the diffusion are however slightly

underestimated (AVT=0.40 m.year−1). NonsatSW is not able to reproduce

the observed profiles: the modelised solute peak is transferred too quickly

(almost 10 m in only 4 years, AVT=2.50 m.year−1). Compared to NonsatSW,

the profiles simulated by NonsatVG are improved, with a longer solute time

transfer. However, the transfer velocity is too slow, since the peak reaches

in 18 years only 13 m instead of the observed 14 m (AVT=0.44 m.year−1).

During all simulations, the peak simulated by Metis is shallower than the

observed one. It is not the case in NonsatVG. In April 1991, the solute

peak simulated by NonsatVG has an average depth close to the observations.

But from March 1997, the peak simulated by NonsatVG remains shallower

than the observed one. Then it seems that the solute transfer simulated

in NonsatVG is faster at the top of the UZ and slows down to the aquifer.

These dynamics could be seen also in the ideal case (Figure 4). It can be

also noticed that the dispersion simulated by NonsatVG does not compare

well to the observed one. At Haussimont, the peak intensity decreases by

30% in 18 years. In Metis, this peak decreases by more than 20% whereas in

NonsatVG, the peak is almost identical at the beginning and at the end of

the simulation.

Thibie site. The main peak observed in the first available profile in October

1990 is almost totally transferred through the UZ in October 2008. Thus, the



comparison between observed and simulated profiles focused on the evolution

of the nitrate peak from 1990 to 2003. The nitrate peak is 1.65 m deep in

October 1990, 1.88 m in October 1993, 4.13 m in October 1999 and 5.88 m in

October 2003. The ATV of this peak is therefore 0.32 m.year−1. The results

of the comparison are presented in Figure 9. Contrary to Haussimont, the

depths of the peaks are overestimated in NonsatVG and Metis. The AVT

is respectively 0.38 m.year−1 and 0.47 m.year−1 for the new version of Non-

sat and the physically-based model. The closest simulated evolution of the

concentration profiles is therefore performed by NonsatVG. However, it sim-

ulates almost no dispersivity. In Metis, the nitrate peak intensity decreases

by 35% through the simulated period which is in good agreement with the

observed peak (decrease of 40%).

None of the three models is able to accurately reproduce the observed

profiles. A part of this inaccuracy is due to the physics of the models. But

it can also be due to errors on the estimation of the infiltration or on the

estimation of the parameters. It is assumed that with an improved physics,

realistic parameters as those derived from available databases should lead to

realistic results. Thus, several additional tests were performed by varying

the infiltration and the parameters.

A first set of tests was done with an annual average infiltration value set

according to the simulation of the LIXIM model (Mary et al., 1999). The

infiltration flux is 25% larger for Haussimont and 33% lower for Thibie. In-

stead of using parameters defined for the chalk, we used Van Genuchten’s



parameters from the Carsel and Parrish (1988) database for the closest soil

type, ie, clay (Table 1) in a second set of tests. For NonsatSW, several tests

were done by increasing the minimal water volume Vmin to get closer to re-

alistic values, or by increasing the percolation time τ (which is equivalent to

decrease the hydraulic conductivity).

For each test, an error was computed as follow:

RMSE =

√

√

√

√

1

n

n
∑

i=1

(Dpeakobs
i −Dpeaksimu

i )2 (10)

with n the number of compared profiles, and Dpeakobs
i and Dpeaksimu

i the

depth of respectively the observed and the simulated nitrate peaks at the

profile i. Figure 10 presents the mean values of this RMSE for the three

models at Haussimont. For each model, a set of parameters allows to obtain

good results (RMSE close to zero). Metis obtains almost similar RMSE with

chalk and clay parameters. RMSE is however better with the LIXIM infiltra-

tion (RMSE=0.40) than with the infiltration from MODCOU (RMSE=0.90).

Similar results are also observable at Thibie site for Metis. The parameters

from NonsatSW have to be adjusted for both sites (Vmin multiplied by a

factor of 5). With the default parameters, the RMSE was large (around

10 m). As the parameters from NonsatSW do not rely on classical physi-

cal parameters, they could not be set according to the available databases.

With NonsatVG, chalk parameters allow to obtain better RMSE than clay

parameters (RMSE around 1 m and 4 m respectively) for both sites. The



most reduced RMSE in NonsatVG are obtained with the infiltration from

MODCOU at Haussimont. On the contrary at Thibie, the solute transfer is

improved with the LIXIM infiltration.

From these results, it is clear that without any additional calibration, the new

version of Nonsat is in better agreement than the former version with the

physically-based model and the observed data. A good agreement between

the former version of Nonsat and the observed data is obtained only after an

appropriate calibration of the Vmin. We also demonstrate that application of

NonsatVG is simple as the use of existing databases is conclusive. Further-

more, NonsatVG model is still more time efficient than the physically-based

model.

4. Impact on the estimation of the solute transfer time in the Seine

basin

The comparisons with local observations show that NonsatVG seems to

simulate the solute transfer better than NonsatSW. It is interesting to see

how these differences have an impact on the nitrate transfer to the aquifers

of the Seine basin. Therefore, a 35-year simulation was done, with a passive

solute input imposed at the beginning of the simulation, and the real atmo-

spheric forcing imposed from 1971 to 2006. The estimation of the infiltration

in the UZ was computed by MODCOU (Ledoux et al. 2007). The Seine

basin is characterised by a weak infiltration in the center of the basin (less

than 100 mm.year−1) where the aquifers lie (Figure 11).



Figure 12 presents the nitrate transfer velocity for the cells located on chalky,

clay and sandy soil types as a function of the accumulated annual infiltra-

tion simulated both by NonsatVG and NonsatSW. As expected, the velocity

increases with the accumulated infiltration and can vary by a factor of 3. On

average, it seems that the solute velocity for chalk, sand and clay is around

2 m.year−1 for NonsatSW. In NonsatVG, the solute velocity is around 1

m.year−1 in chalky and clay UZ and around 3 m.year−1 in sand. The solute

time transfer in a sandy column with NonsatVG seems to be more scattered

than in the chalk for a given average infiltration rate. This is due to the

fact that the water volume in a sandy UZ varies according to the unsatu-

rated depth. In chalk, such a variation is attenuated because the column

is almost saturated along the whole column. The velocity value obtained

with NonsatVG in the chalky UZ is closer than NonsatSW to the observed

data for similar soil types: 0.80 to 0.90 m.year−1 (Jackson et al., 2006) and

0.60 to 1.25 m.year−1 (Serhal et al., 2006). It is also the case for the clay

UZ type with 0.27 to 0.42 m.year−1 (Johnson et al., 1989). Concerning the

sandy UZ, the solute transfer velocity obtained with NonsatVG seems also

in better agreement than NonsatSW with the literature (2 m.year−1, Legout

et al. (2007)).

Figure 13 shows the distribution of the nitrate time transfer in the basin as

simulated by NonsatSW and NonsatVG. There is a shift between the two

simulations: in NonsatVG, a significant part of the UZ in the Seine basin

transfers the pollutant in about 10-15 years while in NonsatSW, the most



important transfer of pollutant to the saturated zone occurs before 10 years

of simulation. In NonsatVG, 17 years are required for a solute to reach the

water table on 50% of the basin, while it is only 12 years with NonsatSW.

Figure 14 presents the map of the nitrate time transfer in the Seine basin. It

easily reaches 30 years and even more than 50 years where the aquifer is deep.

This solute time transfer seems to be longer than the one obtained by Sohier

et al. (2009) in a chalk basin in Belgium, where most of the solute reached

the water table in 15 years. This might be due to a thicker unsaturated zone

in the Seine basin.

5. Conclusion

An improvement of a simple scheme that simulates the transfers of solute

and water in the unsaturated zone using a cascade of reservoirs is proposed.

Two modifications are made: a) introduction of a saturation profile with

depth, according to the Van Genuchten’s equations and b) evolution of the

drainage velocity of the reservoirs according to their saturation.

In order to assess such modifications, comparisons with the physically-based

model Metis are presented in both ideal and real cases. These comparisons

show that the original version of the simple model NonsatSW is not able

to represent properly the evolution of the solute transfer for different water

table depths. The new version, NonsatVG, can better reproduce these dy-

namics. Indeed, results obtained with this new version compare fairly well

with results of Metis. But the definite advantage of NonsatVG compared



to Metis is that the relevant code is more computationally efficient. This

aspect makes NonsatVG easily applicable at regional scale as needed when

modelling a full hydrological basin.

One critical aspect is the determination of three additional parameters. To

define them at regional scale, we use the Carsel and Parrish (1988) database

that links these parameters to 12 FAO soil types. An exception is made

for the chalky UZ type. Indeed, this medium is characterised by a double

porosity of matrix and fractures with a dominant matricial water transfer

(Brouyère et al., 2004; Normand et al., 2004). The matrix is almost sat-

urated and generates a water transfer through the UZ by a piston effect

(Headworth, 1972). To take into account these particular unsaturated dy-

namics, Van Genuchten’s parameters defined by Brouyère et al. (2004) for

the UZ chalk matrix are therefore used. The sensitivity tests presented in

this study show the relevance of using such parameters for this type of UZ.

As tests related to ideal and real cases demonstrate that NonsatVG obtains a

better solute transfer through the UZ than NonsatSW, a comparison test was

performed on the whole Seine basin from 1971 to 2006. Results show that,

without significant modifications of the water table fluctuations, NonsatVG

modifies significantly nitrate transfer dynamics at the Seine basin scale. The

solute transfer through the UZ is globally slower with NonsatVG than with

NonsatSW and in better agreement with literature and in-situ data.

Brouyère et al. (2004) and Legout et al. (2007) showed that the fluctuations

of the piezometric level also modify greatly the contamination dynamics in



the groundwater. Indeed, when it rises, the solute in the UZ is washed and

when it drops, the contamination from the UZ to the saturated zone de-

creases. In order to improve the dynamics of the solute transfer at the inter-

face unsaturated-saturated zones, the fluctuations of the water table should

therefore be taken into account. The modifications provided in NonsatVG

give a direct link between the water table depth and the saturation profile

in the UZ. We can therefore take into account explicitly the water table fluc-

tuations in the UZ. Details are presented by Philippe et al. (2009) and the

work is underway to simulate this phenomenon on the Seine basin. As it will

have a direct impact on the groundwater nitrate concentration modelling, we

expect to improve the simulation quality of STICS-MODCOU in the Seine

basin by reducing the large local errors that exist in the simulation of the

groundwater contamination (Ledoux et al., 2007).
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Table 1: Average values for selected soil water retention and hydraulic conductivity pa-
rameters for 12 major soil textural groups according to Carsel and Parrish (1988), and
for chalk matrix according to Brouyère et al. (2004). θr and θs are the minimal and the
maximal saturation of the medium (m.m−1), α (m−1) and n (-) are the Van Genuchten’s
parameters and Ks is the saturation permeability (m.s−1). In the last column, the corre-
sponding soil type defined by Gomez et al. (2003) on the Seine basin.

Texture θr θs α n Ks

Carsel and Parrish Nonsat

sand 0.045 0.430 14.500 2.680 8.250.10−5

loamy sand 0.057 0.410 12.400 2.280 4.050.10−5

sandy loam 0.065 0.410 7.500 1.890 1.220.10−5 urban crystallin

loam 0.078 0.430 3.600 1.560 2.890.10−6 loam

silt 0.034 0.460 1.600 1.370 6.940.10−7 alluvium

silt loam 0.067 0.450 2.000 1.410 1.250.10−6

sandy clayloam 0.100 0.390 5.900 1.480 3.640.10−6 sand

clay loam 0.000 0.410 1.900 1.310 7.220.10−7

silty clayloam 0.089 0.430 1.000 1.230 1.940.10−7

sandy clay 0.100 0.380 2.700 1.230 3.330.10−7

silty clay 0.070 0.360 0.500 1.090 5.550.10−8

clay 0.068 0.380 0.800 1.090 5.550.10−7 clay

Brouyère Nonsat

matrix chalk − 0.410 0.100 1.100 1.300.10−8 chalk



Table 2: Set of parameters used in NonsatSW, NonsatVG and Metis for the ideal case.
N is the number of reservoirs, thick is the thickness of the unsaturated zone (m) that is
to say the product N × d with d the reservoir’s thickness (5 m in this study), nqu is the
number of nodes, Vmin is the minimal water volume in each reservoir (m.m−1), por is the
porosity (m.m−1), n and α are the Van Genuchten’s parameters, dispersivity is the solute
dispersion (10−2m) and Ks is the saturation permeability (m.s−1). Ks in NonsatSW and
NonsatVG is determined from the percolation time τ (s) and the reservoir’s thickness d
by considering a unit gradient: Ks =

d
τ
.

Loam UZ Chalky UZ

NonsatSW NonsatV G Metis NonsatSW NonsatV G Metis

N = 4 N = 4 nqu = 2000 N = 4 N = 4 nqu = 2000

Ks = 1.15.10−5 Ks = 1.15.10−5 Ks = 8.15.10−3 Ks = 1.15.10−5 Ks = 1.15.10−5 Ks = 9.00.10−7

thick = 20 thick = 20 thick = 20 thick = 20 thick = 20 thick = 20

Vmin = 0.07 por = 0.33 por = 0.33 Vmin = 0.08 por = 8.50.10−2 por = 8.50.10−2

n = 1.56 n = 1.56 n = 1.10 n = 1.10

α = 3.60 α = 3.60 α = 0.10 α = 0.10

dispersivity = 1 dispersivity = 1

Table 3: Average passive solute velocity transfer (m.year−1) obtained with NonsatSW,
NonsatVG and Metis to reach a given depth D (m) considering a given water table depth
WT (m) for the ideal case.

Loam UZ Chalk UZ

WT D NonsatSW NonsatV G Metis NonsatSW NonsatV G Metis

20

5 8.70 11.40 13.00 7.60 7.90 7.90

10 8.70 11.40 12.20 7.60 7.80 7.90

15 8.70 11.06 11.40 7.60 7.70 7.90

20 8.70 8.80 8.80 7.60 7.70 7.80

15

5 8.70 11.40 14.80 7.60 7.80 7.90

10 8.70 10.90 13.00 7.60 7.70 7.80

15 8.70 8.10 8.70 7.60 7.60 7.60

10
5 8.70 11.10 11.40 7.60 7.60 7.70

10 8.70 7.00 7.20 7.60 6.50 7.60



Table 4: Set of parameters used in NonsatSW, NonsatVG and Metis for comparison with
observed data. N is the number of reservoirs, thick is the thickness of the unsaturated
zone (m) that is to say the product N × d with d the reservoir’s thickness (5 m in this
study), nqu is the number of nodes, τ is the percolation time (m.s−1), Vmin is the min-
imal water volume in each reservoir (m.m−1), por is the porosity (m.m−1), n and α are
Van Genuchten’s parameters, dispersivity is the solute dispersion (10−2m) and Ks is the
saturation permeability (m.s−1). Ks in NonsatSW and NonsatVG is determined from
the percolation time τ (s) and the reservoir’s thickness d by considering a unit gradient:
Ks =

d
τ
.
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N = 5 N = 5 nqu = 5000

thick = 25 thick = 25 thick = 25

Ks = 1.15.10−5 Ks = 1.15.10−5 Ks = 9.00.10−7

Vmin = 0.08 por = 0.41 por = 0.41

n = 1.10 n = 1.10

α = 0.10 α = 0.10

dispersivity = 12.50
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Figure 1: Representation of the Nash cascade, with N the reservoir and τ the percolation
time (s). N varies from N1 to NN . V in1 is the infiltration at the surface of the UZ, V outi,
i varying from 1 to N , is the outflow from each reservoir Ni. The amplitude of the given
infiltration is modified by the transfer through the cascade.
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Figure 2: Representation of the passive solute transfer through the UZ in NonsatSW with
2 reservoirs N. Vmin is the minimal water volume in each reservoir and Ci,j and Vi,j the
concentration and the volume of each stratum j in each reservoir i. An infiltration at the
surface of the unsaturated zone at the time step t generates an immediate water outflow
with a volume V outi and a concentration Couti by piston effect.
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Figure 3: Evolution of the saturation with depth in Metis, NonsatVG and NonsatSW in
a loamy unsaturated zone for a given set of parameters available in Table 2.
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Figure 4: Transfer of passive solute in an ideal case at 4 depths (5, 10, 15 and 20 m)
through a loamy unsaturated zone column in Metis, NonsatSW, NonsatVG with only a
Van Genuchten’s saturation profile (NonsatVG-Darcy) and NonsatVG.
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Figure 5: Time required for a passive solute to reach 4 depths (5, 10, 15 and 20 m) depth
in a loamy unsaturated zone for three different water table depths WT (m) in NonsatSW,
NonsatVG and Metis.
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Figure 6: Comparison of the piezometric head observed at the Mainvilliers well and sim-
ulated by NonsatSW and NonsatVG, from 1981 to 2004.
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Figure 7: Root mean square error and bias in the modelling of water table fluctuation by
NonsatSW and NonsatVG on 32 wells over the Seine basin, from 1981 to 2004.
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Figure 8: Nitrate concentration profile (x axis) in mg.L−1 observed at Haussimont from
1982 to 2000 in a 25 meters deep unsaturated zone (y axis) and simulated by Metis (left),
NonsatVG (center) and NonsatSW (right). The modelling is performed by considering as
initial conditions the nitrate profile observed in May 1982, with no additional solute input
during the simulation. The water percolation flux is determined with the water balance
module of the MODCOU model (Ledoux et al., 2007).
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Figure 9: Nitrate concentration profile (x axis) in mg.L−1 observed at Thibie from 1990
to 2003 in a 15 meters deep UZ (y axis) and simulated by Metis (left), NonsatVG (center)
and NonsatSW (right). The modelling is performed by considering as initial conditions
the nitrate profile observed in October 1990, with no additional solute input during the
simulation. The water percolation flux is determined with the water balance module of
the MODCOU model (Ledoux et al., 2007).
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Figure 10: Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) of the nitrate peak depth simulated by
NonsatVG, NonsatSW and Metis, from 1982 to 2000 at Haussimont. The results are
obtained with the parameters defined in Table 4. QInorm are obtained with infiltration
determined from the water balance module of the MODCOU model (Ledoux et al., 2007).
QI1.25 are obtained with a 25% larger infiltration flux. Clay are performed with clay
class parameters (Table 1) with MODCOU infiltration (ClayQInorm) and a 25% larger
infiltration (ClayQI1.25). With MODCOU infiltration, points Vminx are obtained with a
minimal water volume value in each reservoir equal to x (m/m) and points τx are obtained
with a τ=x days.
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Figure 11: Average annual infiltration estimated from 1971 to 2006 over the Seine basin
with the water balance module of the MODCOU model (Ledoux et al., 2007).
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Figure 12: Comparison of the nitrate transfer velocity simulated by NonsatSW (SW) and
NonsatVG (VG) for each cell located on chalk, clay and sandy soil types in the Seine
basin, as a function of the average annual infiltration.
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Figure 13: Surface repartition of the Seine basin depending on the average time required
in years for an outflow of nitrate from the unsaturated zone to the saturated zone. The
infiltration is determined with the water balance module of the MODCOU model (Ledoux
et al., 2007) from August 1971 to August 2006 and a nitrate input occurs from the 181th

to the 196th day of the simulation. At the dashed line, 50% of the unsaturated zone in
the Seine basin have transferred nitrate to the saturated zone.
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Figure 14: Average time required in years for a nitrate transfer through the unsaturated
zone in the Seine basin with NonsatVG. The infiltration is determined with the water
balance module of the MODCOU model (Ledoux et al., 2007) from August 1971 to August
2006 and a nitrate input occurs from the 181th to the 196th day of the simulation.


